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another genre of visual communication.

Nakoula Basseley Nakoula, one of the many monikers of the filmmaker who was recently jailed on November
7 -- his movie triggered a similar backlash. In , the showing of The Life and Passion of the Christ was
condemned by New York priest for taking place in a place of entertainment rather than in a church. The film
had no subtitles and was presented in English. Violations included making false statements regarding his role
in the film and his use of the alias "Sam Bacile". We didn't know what it was about because we can't read
Arabic. Like other genres, there is a suspension of time and space, and an immediate connection is made
between the viewer and the glowing purveyor of moral truths. The analysis of one of the images is as
following. Media effects theory elucidates easily such stereotype representations of Muslims as we can see
isolation of Muslims in the world and negative concepts of them in the eyes of common people in the west.
Shia Islam is much more open to the depiction of human beings, up to and including Muhammad himself.
Like stragglers of a long party, faith, and cinema alike stick around promising an experience quite profound
and mysterious. In Newsweek, film critic Janet Maslin deemed it "remarkably innocuous," dismissing the film
as dumbed down and boosterish: "cinematically crude and so reverential toward its subject as to seem
mechanical. S popular culture. Assad said, drawing anger and ridicule from Syrians opposed to his rule, who
noted that his government has killed countless Syrians in indiscriminate bombardments during four years of
civil war that have left more than , dead. American non-profit Media for Christ obtained film permits to shoot
the movie in August , and Nakoula provided his home as a set and paid the actors, according to government
officials and those involved in the production. Such stereotyped presentation paves a way in justification of
American foreign policy with the Middle East. Blasphemous Movie on Prophet Muhammad Essay October 3,
admin 0 Comment Abstraction: Media is held responsible for the deformed and caricature image of Muslims
and their most holy figure prophesier Muhammad peace be upon him in the West. The scrutiny of over
Hollywood films by Jack Shaheen may be regarded as a basis in Orientalism canon where he argued how the
Hollywood movie genre has stereotyped the Arab society by stand foring them as greedy unstable work forces
and subjugated adult females. But with the recent uproar over Innocence of Muslims, The Message now seems
like an odd progenitor -- a film with a foreign-born backer, a strong tie to Libya, and a precipitating legacy of
violence. In sum uping the consequences. Problem for Pakistani Government: In Pakistan election runs are
traveling on and the political parties are prosecuting rabble in violent onslaughts to do agitation in the state.
While serviceable, these arguments about what Islamic cinema are inadequate when one begins to consider the
range of subjects and opposing ideological and political views featured in Indonesian films with Islamic
themes. This is not the first movie, there is a list of such movies against Muslims and Islam, e. Media should
take great care while talking about religion and religious entities. Posters advertising the film used the title
Innocence of Bin Laden. For the Muslim audience, films with a wholesome Islamic message are thought to
have a didactic effect and turn viewers into better Muslims. There were rallies of protests nationwide having
more than 45, people earlier in September, 21 were killed and wounded, more than protesters set fire to effigy
of Barack Obama in the capital of Pakistani administered Kashmir. Protests were held in many nations,
through Islamic countries in the Middle East, [86] [87] Asia, [88] [89] and Africa [88] as well as the United
Kingdom, [88] [90] France, [91] the Netherlands [92] and Australia. See link in references. We are deeply
saddened by the tragedies that have occurred. In more modern times, the theological ban on human depiction
has been challenged in many Muslim countries by the ubiquity of human images in films, on television and in
political propaganda posters. But the days of these barbarian practices were numbered and rumor had it that
Muhammad met the Ange Gabriel and received a Revelation. So the west took as its responsibility to represent
the east and civilize them by calling them uncivilized. Aljazeerah Said. Western media has cast a spell over
the people by continuous shots of negativity into their heads. Zarif said. Assad, there was little discussion
Wednesday of the new cartoon. In the name of freedom of address. Richter C. Sisi has portrayed himself as a
secular bulwark against Islamists. Western media has cast a enchantment over the people by uninterrupted
shootings of negativeness into their caputs. It is a religion that has a million following, yet it's so little known
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about it, which surprised me. Such stereotypic presentation paves a manner in justification of American
foreign policy with the Middle East. The Hanafi Siege would become overshadowed by other national-security
scares of the era, sandwiched between more-famous hostage standoffs like the Munich Olympics and the
Iranian hostage crisis years later. He criticizes the way that the Occident views the Orient by her own
culturally-determined and biased and limited historical perspectives.


